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“As long as our ideas are expressed and thoughts kindled we can
be sure of learning, as everything begins with an idea.” 

My dear Parents, Teachers and Students, I was always attached to
the thought Home is the first school and School is the second
home. In fact, today it has come true. COVID 19 has altered our life
including our school system, teachers, children and parents.Our
homes have become school and parents have become teachers too.
Unimaginable! In variably it is happening. It's a fact we have to live
with it now whether we are rich or poor, far or near. E- learning has
emerged as the best way of imparting education.

It gives me a great joy to meet you all though this e-magazine a
great way to communicate and be creative. Enjoy our magazine as
we move on with our lives. I thank all who contributed to this
endeavor.

Be assured that the Management, teaching and non-teaching
faculty of the school is working towards making this lockdown a
meaningful and fruitful one. We will leave no stone unturned in
educating our Kilbil family. 
I remain grateful to all the parents and well- wishers for your
priceless support and cooperation at this moment. My sincere
advice to all the students - Do not lose HOPE. Concentrate on the
Silver lining amidst the thickest and darkest cloud at present
times. We, at Kilbil St. Joseph's school, hope to see you all soon -
refreshed and rejuvenated. Till then

"SPARK A LIGHT - ILLUMINATE THE WORLD."
 Sr. Flora UMI

Principal

Principal's Message





It gives me great pleasure and pride to release the very first Brigida
Kindergartens E-magazine - a great way to communicate and be innovative.  Enjoy
the creative expressions of the budding minds as we move on with our lives.
Home is the first school and School is the second home. This fact has come true,
as Corona virus pandemic has altered the pace and nature of the human life
journey including our school system, teachers, children and parents. We have
encountered much disruption to the normal flow of life. As we navigate through
challenging times toward a better future, the management and staff have put
priceless efforts to make this lockdown a meaningful and fruitful one by posting
videos and conducting online interactive sessions. Our prime task is to carve the
minds of children into beautiful living sculptures of love, compassion, respect and
kindness; these are the very qualities that are shared in Brigida Kindergarten
through various online activities. Quality education based on the basic values of
life forms the foundation of our curriculum where children learn a lot through
observation and activities. Special focus is given in nurturing good manners,
etiquettes and also in developing social skills.
A bouquet of gratitude to Sr. Flora Borges UMI, the Principal for her excellent
work of guidance and enormous support .I congratulate our Pre-primary teachers
and sincerely appreciate their efforts in bringing out the maiden E- magazine. A
very big Thanks to the parents and students who have contributed their mite
towards this venture.
May God’s blessings be always upon us and all our endeavours.

Sr.Sucorin Rebello UMI

CO-ORDINATOR OF TINY TOTS SPEAKS …



The Resilience of Kilbil
Every Academic year is closed with great contentment and satisfaction of having achieved all what we
have planned and aimed at. But alas! the academic year 2019-2020 came to an abrupt and inconclusive
grinding halt on the 16th of March 2020.The reason a tiny Corona Virus originated in Wuhan China was
transported to the entire world and finally came to pitch it’s tent even in our beloved country India. 
Though all of us were hearing a lot about this pandemic and the havoc it makes in various parts of the
globe, we were rather comfortable thinking that it is oceans away and we are perhaps immune to it. But
it caught us almost unaware when various states of our nation began shutting down. Finally, all
educational institutions were asked to shut down indefinitely by mid March. The nation went in to an
unprecedented complete lock down for 21 days, 19 days, 20 days, etc and then the onus was passed
on to each state and thereafter each district, panchayat, locality, etc. The nation began to open up  little
by little, sector by sector from August 2020.  
When the country went into a total lock down, we at Kilbil began to look for new vistas
under the dynamic leadership of our principal Sr. Floropia to keep connected with our students,
teachers and parents. Not even an iota of helplessness experienced at our end. Right away held the
bull by its horns to harness and master the online literacy! As the usual 10th standard classes were on
before the closure of the academic year and before the commencement of the new academic year the
teachers had the opportunity to experiment their online efficiency right away and gain confidence. 
Almost throughout the summer vacation the management together with the staff was engaged in some
or other form of online training and equipping themselves to grab the online opportunity as soon as
the school reopens. Having girded with our loins, we did not shy away to reopen the school in the mid-
June. Even after the reopening we continued with our online literacy from time to time, to update
ourselves to fulfill the various exigencies of online teaching. My honest appreciation to the older folk to
which I too am a part as we never kept ourselves aloof from this new challenge.
Nothing was missed out with the exception of the physical presence of one another.The vacuum
created by a condition like this was too deep and too wide to be filled in. Months on end we had not
met each other. The children pined and the parents and the teachers groaned! An year long ordeal of a
tiny Virus! The eager impatient long wait to see some gleaming light on the other end of the tunnel!
Children of Kilbil from the tiny tots to the teenagers, you indeed are the buds and blossoms of Kilbil! We
lack words to express how much you mean to us and how much we miss you! Your laughter and
chatter! Your dashing and falling! 
Your bruising and yelling! Your romping and bumping! Your cheating and beating! Your fights and
rights! Your complaints and witnesses! Your blames and claims! Your pulls and pushes! Your innocence
and excesses! Your samples and examples! Your wonder and blunder! Your enquiries and discoveries!
Your love and sacrifice! Your sharing and caring! Your smiles and hails! Your respect and reverence!
Your ideas and innovations! Your originalities and creativities! Your highs and byes! were all missed out
at Kilbil in this academic year! 
In spite of all these we are together virtually. We meet you regularly though not all of us. We do
communicate with you from time to time. Time being we need to be content with it and try to make the
best out of it. 
Though we are on difficulties every side not crushed as the human spirit is much larger than all the
problems around us. Let us be optimistic enough to tide over even the pandemic COVID-19 with the
human and divine help. Keep the spirit high we are almost through the tunnel!
Sr. Alinda Jose UMI
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Diwali Celebration















Tr. Delicia
UKG- D



Christmas Celebration















Yashraj Dolli, UKG- E





Drawings By Kids
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Kindness





Vrundavani Saudagar
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Shiv Walekar- UKG E



Kids Day Photos







Thank You 


